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Sorry it took me 213 years to show you my Stannern Meteorite Individual
Martin Horejsi
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Two hundred and thirteen years ago this May, the Stannern achondrite fell from the sky, landing in what is
now the Czech Republic. The shower of stones was reported to have lasted eight minutes which I find
astounding for many reasons. Estimates of upwards of 300 individual stones fell with only 66 documented
stones recovered, and a majority of those weighed between 32-48 grams. The largest single piece was
over 6000 grams, and a total recovered weight around 52 kilograms. At least according to Wikipedia. Oddly,
52kg divided by 66 equals about 788g. So even if 10% of the 66 recovered stones weighed 6kg each, the
remaining TKW would average over 270g per stone. So in order for a majority of the 66 recovered stones,
let’s say 34 stones for arguments sake, to be 48g or less, even if all 34 stones weighed 48g, that only totals
about 1.6kg. So something’s off with the numbers.

https://www.meteorite-times.com/Back_Links/2021/may/Stannern-top_fingers.jpg


However, there is another set of numbers that seems Wikipedia contributors missed, and those numbers
are based on original work with the fall. It appears that the 66 total stones and fragments is a common
number but the sizes and majorities change drastically. And this earlier set of numbers seems much more
inline with the fall history and collection as reported throughout the past two centuries. But a difference
among fall numbers from 200 years ago is not unusual.

What is unusual is that there are very few specimens of Stannern today that are complete individuals. And
by complete, I mean complete. No windows ground into a face, no sliced off corners, no big chips, dings or
scuffs. After 213 years, my guess is that there are less than a dozen truly complete individuals of Stannern
on earth. And possibly even less than half a dozen. Every specimen of Stannern I’ve ever seen has some
access to its interior. Well, every specimen but one. And that one is in my collection. With a weight at the
top end of the Wikipedia majority, my little shiny black stone looks like it fell this morning instead of the
morning of May 22, 1808. Every inch is pristine, and each side, corner and edge are just as intact as the
moment it touched earth.
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As a Eucrite, Stannern may have come from the asteroid Vesta or one of its offspring. The calcium-rich
matrix when heated during atmospheric entry makes for a startling jet-black yet shiny tar-like heavily
textured fusion crust. A glossy black that is arguably the most beautiful of fusion crusts.

https://www.meteorite-times.com/Back_Links/2021/may/Stannern-crater_close.jpg


Anyway, the other day I was referencing my Stannern specimen in a online discussion and realized that I
never posted pictures of it in any meaningful way. Just one picture of my Stannern has graced Meteorite
Times, and that was a long time ago near the end of a long article about many specimens. So here are
some images of one of the very few completely intact, fully crusted individuals of the Stannern Eucrite in the
world. Enjoy.

Until next time….
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Canyon Diablo Graphite Nodules
James Tobin

It has been a while since I wrote an article focused on my favorite place; Meteor Crater. Over the last fifty
years, I have added to my collection many specimens of meteorites, rocks, and ephemera from the crater.
But, one of the items that I had just a single representative specimen of was the graphite nodules. Recently
I was given as a gift a large nodule in as found condition and a somewhat smaller nice specimen cut in half.
Suddenly I had something new to play with, rework, and photograph.

The large nodule specimen weighs 192.3 grams and has a nice orange exterior. If it was not a perfect half-
sphere I would think from the color that it was an as found meteorite fragment.

The smaller cut nodule is 110 grams forming identical halves. Here is an image of how the halves looked
when I received them. Later is an image of the faces after I relapped and polished them.
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Unlike some other common iron meteorites which are almost inclusion-free, Canyon Diablo meteorites can
have considerable amounts of inclusions along with the solid iron metal. Graphite nodules are often seen in
slices where they have been exposed by the cutting. Some of the graphite nodules found around the crater
are ones that came out during the flight of the asteroid through the air. Others likely weathered out of the
masses of iron over the nearly 50,000 years since the asteroid crashed. Some of the deep round hollows
seen on larger masses of Canyon Diablo meteorites may once have been locations filled by graphite
nodules. Certainly, not all the concave features seen on Canyon Diablos had graphite nodules. It appears
that the creation of concaved depressions is part of the weathering process as the layers of rusted iron
exfoliate off the larger masses. Even many smaller masses are sculptured beautifully into spiny and spikey
sharp-edged fragments where concave curves intersect.

https://www.meteorite-times.com/Back_Links/2021/may/original-cut-halves.jpg


This is a group of small Canyon Diablo meteorites that demonstrate the way they seem to weather. They
create curves and get thinner until they simply disappear. The black scale cube is one centimeter.

When I began researching this article I believed there was a consense on the formation mechanism for the
metal veins in these large graphite nodules but it would appear from what I read that no consense exists. I
still personally like the theory that the metal was injected as a liquid into the graphite during collision events
in space ages before it struck Arizona. But there are other ideas about the creation of the spiderweb
veining. Vapor deposition at a much lower temperature than in the injected metal theory being one of the
newer candidate theories. I find myself looking at the spiderwebbing and seeing a similarity to the
spiderweb shock veins seen in some chondrites. Maybe that is not a valid comparison but it is where my
mind goes. Below are images of two chondrites with spiderwebs of shock and melt. I could have used
Chelyabinsk or several other more recent falls that have melt veins and melt pockets but these will let the
reader see meteorites not show as often.

https://www.meteorite-times.com/Back_Links/2021/may/curvy-CDs.jpg


Mreïra is a likely witnessed fall. The fireball was seen and within days stones of W0 weathering state with
dense black fusion crust were found about 45 kilometers away. About 9 kg of stones were found initially. This
specimen weighs 19.3 grams. It is an L6 and as my specimen shows many that were found have melt pocks
and melt veins. The melt is black and rock material but resembles the characteristics of the nickel-iron veins
of the graphite nodules.

https://www.meteorite-times.com/Back_Links/2021/may/Mreira.jpg


Monze was also a witnessed fall from 1950 in Zambia. This slice again shows shock veins in an L6
chondrite.

Graphite is carbon the same mineral as that used for making pencils. It is soft and would not be expected to
survive for thousands of years of exposure to the widely varying weather at Meteor Crater. However, it was
found by analyzing a very large one found southwest of the crater that the graphite nodule was covered
with a layer of nickel-rich taenite which provided a corrosion-resistant protective surface.

I suppose there are loose graphite nodules found at other meteorite locations however, we seldom hear of
them or see them for sale. I know that Nantan graphite nodules exist and graphite is found as small
inclusions in many iron meteorites besides Canyon Diablo. But there is something uniquely cool about a
large Canyon Diablo graphite nodule with its spiderweb veins of metal.

One might expect that graphite nodules would cut like butter with a diamond saw and most of the time that
surely is the case. However, it is near the graphite that the aggregates of diamonds are sometimes found in
Canyon Diablos. And as already discussed the large and the small nodules seem to have different histories.
Only meteorite fragments found really near the slope of the crater seem to have diamonds. They are the
fragments that suffered the most effects of the heat and pressure of the Meteor Crater impact. The large
masses found out on the surrounding plain for many miles often fell as individuals escaping serious
damage from the underground explosion of the main asteroid. So my first thought would be no diamonds in
graphite nodules recovered at a much greater distance. Still with that said, I got a phone call from a
meteorite dealer friend, who might get a kick out of this if he reads it. I answered the phone and said hello.
He said, “How would you like to wreck every piece of lapidary equipment in your lab in the first few seconds
that you work on a stone.” I replied, “That would not be high on my list of things to do.” As we chatted
longer he told me about a graphite nodule that had already wiped out a lot of lapidary equipment. It
destroyed a brand new expensive diamond and metal band saw blade. The slices were finally cut if I
remember correctly using a batch of silicon carbide discs resulting in rough surfaces. After being cut with
such great difficulty one of the faces was put on a diamond lapping disc and it tore the diamond bort right
off in about two seconds. That was it for that disc. A couple more discs were destroyed following the first.
The owners of the material wanted to get the slices smooth and polished. I was pretty sure after hearing the
story that there was no way that I could do anything better with my mechanical equipment. I suggested to
my friend that it might be possible to grind and polish down the nodule material by using loose diamond
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powder with water on a marble or granite slab or even a thick piece of glass. The diamond powder would
not be gone in an instant as dust thrown into the air as with the lapping discs. It might take a while to work
the surfaces down. I told him I was not even sure about the availability of coarse diamond abrasive powder.
I only use the fine diamond paste as a polishing compound. I did a brief search of the internet after the
phone call and found that 100 grit diamond abrasive is available to purchase so my idea might work. But it
is still diamond grinding diamond and that is tough or impossible work. I have ground and polished slices of
meteorite that way with aluminum oxide grits. I only have to do it when the slices are too large to go on my
lapping equipment. It is messy and takes a long time to do. It is just about the same as the telescope mirror
grinding I did as a kid. I am pretty blessed in one respect that as hard as my childhood was I did have many
opportunities to do neat things and learn skills that formed a foundation for much of what I still do now.

So I was just a little cautious as I approached the regrinding and polishing of the cut nodule I had received.
But it had already been cut in half so that was a good indicator there was nothing in this nodule to cause
me to fear for my equipment.

I do have a tiny Canyon Diablo meteorite of just 3.4 grams in my collection with what might be a small
carbonado diamond. It has a flat surface I windowed onto it. I sanded and polished it repeatedly when I was
young trying desperately to get a nice etch on it. I used both nitol and ferric chloride to etch it but it has
really no pattern other than a thin border of partial crystals on two sides, a few thin shiny lines, and a
granular field across the rest. The tiny black crystals might be cohenite or something else but I have never
had any problem smoothing cohenite down to the level of the metal. The one small black crystal is about
one-half millimeter square and always wants to stand up above the surrounding metal enough you can feel
it if you rake the surface with your fingernail. I have never been able to grind it completely flat. I know that it
was found on the northwest slope of the crater in the early 1960s. That would be a classic area for shocked
and heat-altered small fragments. But it will require more than what I think to be sure it is a carbonado. I like
the idea that it is though. Unlike the metal veins in the graphite nodules which have revealed a very ancient
(>4b years) creation time. The diamonds are believed to have formed in mere seconds during the impact
into the Arizona Plateau.

This is that small Canyon Diablo meteorite with an etched face. As seen in this image there is no contrast in
the few crystals of metal. The etching shows a quite granular texture with a regular pattern of pinprick size
spots and short lines. It has always been my amateur opinion that this meteorite was shocked. The
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photograph also shows how the black crystals stand above the metal surface. Thin lines of shiny metal
surround most of the nickel-iron crystals.

I have a beautiful slice of Canyon Diablo with graphite nodules scattered through it. None of the nodules in
the slice have shiny metal-rich veins. The graphite inclusions in my iron meteorite slice are featureless flat
gray with a bit of bronze sheen from the associated troilite. But no bright iron spiderwebbing. It seems again
from my reading that there is a real difference in nature and history between the two types of graphite
nodules found at Meteor Crater. The images below show that there are portions of the graphite nodules that
appear to not have the troilite. They are just as gray as the graphite in a pencil and there is a distinct
separation from the zone with the bronze color. Tiny blebs of metal can be seen in the small graphite
nodules of my slice at higher magnification.

163.1 gram polished and etched slice of Canyon Diablo meteorite. A course octahedrite showing graphite
nodules and several other minerals common in iron meteorites.

https://www.meteorite-times.com/Back_Links/2021/may/CDslice.jpg


I like this slice of Canyon Diablo. It was not prepared by me and I have not worked on it at all. It was coated
with something on both sides. The lacquer or plastic has trapped in contaminates which have contributed to
very minor corrosion right where I am interested in this article. The porous areas with cracks near graphite
nodules seem always an area of difficulty in Canyon Diablos. If they are going to show corrosion it will
always be seen in these areas first from my experience. But the slice is doing ok so I am not going to touch
it. You might see a little something in the images, however.

https://www.meteorite-times.com/Back_Links/2021/may/cd-closeup.jpg


Seen in this nodule is a well-defined separation of the graphite with troilite and the graphite without.

I acquired another iron slice years ago that was in terrible shape. I have always suspected that it was a
shellacked Ninninger slice. I have little doubt about it being a Canyon Diablo. It too has a large graphite
inclusion about 2.5 cm across. Again there is a bit of sheen from troilite in part of it. Like the graphite
nodules of the other slice, there are rings of Schreibersite surrounding the nodules. In this slice there
appear to be regularly arranged but scattered crystals of what I think is cohenite and the etch is just a bit off.
I have always thought it was a bit shocked. It took some work to clean and restore the slice. I have always
wondered if I should have left it alone just in case someone could identify it as a Ninninger slice. I cleaned,
lapped, polished, and re-etched it anyway since it had no number painted on it. It really was awful originally.

https://www.meteorite-times.com/Back_Links/2021/may/CD-nodule1.jpg


The similarities to the known Canyon Diablo nodules above are obvious in this nodule from the old restored
meteorite. The scattered but sort of organized black mineral crystals can be seen in the nickel-iron field
beyond the nodule. They form lines that are often parallel and that cross each other at similar angles. My
amateur guess is that they are cohenite. A ring of Schreibersite is again visible bordering this graphite
nodule.

In the lab, the halves of the cut nodule were an interesting bit of work. Especially since I had never worked
on a graphite nodule before. I have a Bondoc nodule that gives me nothing but trouble. And I have sliced a
great many pieces of Bondoc and they have nodules of something in them. This was different. I found I had
to treat the graphite nodule halves a little like fresh carbonaceous chondrite slices. To see what is going on
after smoothing to 600 grit the nodules needed a cleaning with repeated applications of 99% isopropyl
alcohol and a rub with a clean soft rag until no more gray stain came off on the rag. Then you could see the
results of the lapping. A water and graphite film was covering the surface obscuring the metal veins.
Graphite is simply too soft to polish on a polishing machine. However, the metal veins needed that
polishing. After the veins were polished a little brighter the graphite was rubbed up to high polish on an old
tee shirt rag. As to the presence of diamonds I have to say as I ground the halves down on my 600 grit
lapping disc there were some hard particles trying to get out from under and through the space between the
lapping disc and the nodule surface. The particles were small but you can easily feel them come loose and
get under the stone as you hold the rock to the lap. I could feel the granules between my fingers when I
wiped off the mud on the face of the nodule. I don’t know what they were, just that they were not graphite,
not metal, and that they plucked out and stayed unground up. They could be something like fine sand, or
some mineral grains, or maybe that something else more interesting.
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My graphite nodule halves are lapped but not yet polished. They were difficult to photograph; dense
gray/black, with bright metal veins, and a highly reflective surface. That is a combination of things made for
imaging trouble.

Science calls all living things on Earth carbon-based life forms. Carbon comes in many forms and more
uses and forms are being discovered all the time. Carbon nanotubes, carbon fiber composites, and
hexahedral crystals of carbon harder than diamond are some of those. Barringer Meteorite Crater was
formed by an asteroid that contained a lot of carbon in several different forms. I have enjoyed working and
playing this month with the graphite varieties.

https://www.meteorite-times.com/Back_Links/2021/may/reworked-cut.jpg


Aba Panu L3  

by John Kashuba   Micro Visions 

 

The silicates in Aba Panu have been strongly shocked so it is not a particularly pretty meteorite 

under the microscope in transmitted light, in spite of its being an L3.  The Meteoritical Bulletin 

database says that metal and sulfide occurs as: fined grained spheres in the matrix; armoring 

chondrules; and, occasional lumps.   

 

 
Our thin section sample in cross-polarized light.  It is 25mm, one inch, wide at the base.   

 

 
With the right lighting we can see reflections from some metal and sulfides. 

 

 



 

 
One of the larger lumps. 

 

 
These three chondrules are armored with metal and sulfide, though not obvious in incident light. 

 

 

 

 



 

 
In reflected light the armoring stands out. 

 

 
The same view in cross-polarized light.   

 

 

 

 



 

 
Again, an armored chondrule in incident light. 

 

 
And in reflected light where the layered armoring is apparent.   

 

 

 

 



 

 
The same chondrule surrounded by opaque metal, sulfides and other dust.  Below, for good 

measure, are several more shots of this same thin section, all in cross-polarized light.   
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Meteorwrongs – Pseudometeorites
Mitch Noda

About a dozen years ago, I started collecting “Meteorwrongs” or “Pseudometeorites” for a few reasons. First
and most importantly, they fascinated me. How could some Pseudometeorites look so much like
meteorites? Yes, the vast majority of Meteorwrongs don’t resemble a meteorite, but there are a few that
may fool even seasoned meteorite enthusiasts and scientists (without doing lab analysis). Having a great
Pseudometeorite collection would complement my meteorite collection. I thought building a first class
Meteorwrong collection would be easier than building a first rate meteorite collection, and a lot less
expensive. Through experience, I found it was difficult to obtain quality specimens that could deceive
collectors and some Meteorwrongs were priced as much as expensive premium meteorites. As a result, it
has taken over a decade to build my collection. I know not everyone shares in my fascination with
Pseudomenteorites. A couple of my friends asked me, “Why do you buy fake s**t?” I am not trying to
change their minds or anyone else’s with this article. I just hope it is entertaining for everyone.

Backyard 49.8 gram find

Backyard Rock

Researchers, meteorite dealers and anyone else willing to identify rocks to see if they are a meteorite have
on countless occasions been sent a rock from the finder’s yard or anywhere else they could find a stone
that caught their eye. The photo is of a 49.8 gram stone found in my backyard which is probably like the
many rocks sent in for identification. It is not attracted to a magnet.
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Find the imposter or imposters. Can you spot the meteorite(s) and meteorwrong(s)? Answers at the bottom
of this article. Kudos to those who can name all of them – both meteorites and meteorwrongs.

Find the imposter or imposters

In the above photo, find the meteorwrong or meteorwrongs in it. Maybe they are all meteorites or
meteorwrongs? If this was too easy for you, name the meteorite(s) and meteorwrong(s). The answers are at
the bottom of the article below Special Acknowledgement.

https://www.meteorite-times.com/Back_Links/2021/may/2-Guess-best.jpg


Native (Telluric) iron 39.7 gram slice

Telluric Iron – Native Iron

Native iron occurs in two forms: terrestrial (Telluric) and meteoritic. Terrestrial native iron or Telluric iron is
found in a metallic form rather than as an ore, and is quiet rare because it easily oxidizes and forms other
compounds. Meteoric iron is preserved by the vacuum of space prior to falling on Earth. Telluric iron was
considered to be poor in trace elements, whereas meteorites contain varying amounts of nickel alloys
including kamacite, tanite and awaruite. Most examples of elemental iron are usually encountered as
meteorites, with actual terrestrial examples of native iron being rare.

My Telluric piece originates from Ozernaya Mount (hill in the Ural Mountains, Russia) which is part of the
Dzheltul’skii massif, located near the Kureika river, Taymyrskiy Autonomous Okrug, Krasnoyarsk Krai,
Russsia. Kureika village (125 km from Kureika river) is just north of the Arctic Circle and where Joseph
Stalin spent his final exile in a wooden hut. In 1938, the Stalin museum in Kureika was established. In 1961,
the museum was closed and the hut demolished, along with Stalin’s statue during de-Stalinization. My
Ozernaya Mount terrestrial native iron piece ressembles a Mesosiderite meteorite.

https://www.meteorite-times.com/Back_Links/2021/may/3-Native-Iron-39.7-grams.jpg


Putorona slices –52.4 gram highly polished slice (top) and 79.3
gram slice (bottom).

Putorana

Putorana is a terrestrial native iron and looks very much like a Mesosiderite meteorite. Both the Putorana
and Ozernaya Mount specimens come from different parts of Krasnoyarsk Krai which covers 903,400
square miles or 2,339,700 kilometers and is part of Siberia, Russia. They both come from Siberia but to say
the specimens come from the same place would not be accurate. Siberia is very large accounting for about
three-fourths of Russia. Siberia is about one third larger than the United States or China, one fourth larger
than Canada or Europe, and over one half larger than Australia. Admittingly, the Ozernaya Mount and
Putorana look very similar since both are native Telluric iron, but to say they come from the same place
would be like having H5 meteorites found in different countries, but the same continent and saying, they
come from the same location. The H5 meteorites may look very similar, but they do not come from the
same place.

Putorana is from a high lying vast Basalt plateau mountainous area north of Eastern Siberia and 100 km
north of the Arctic Circle in Krasnoyarsk Krai, Russia. The beautiful and remote area is rarely touched by
civilization. Spring, summer, and autumn fall respectively in the months of June, July, and August with the
remaining months being winter with temperatures between minus 26 degrees Fahrenheit (-32 degrees
Centigrade) to minus forty degrees Fahrenheit (-40 degrees Centigrade). The area of the mountains
contains some of the largest known Nickel deposits in the world. Due to the short tolerable season and
remote distant location, Putorana is scarce but comes up for sale from time to time. For me, Putorana is a
must have in any Meteorwrong collection since it may be the best imposter of all.
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Mendota 73.0 & 132.8 gram whole stones, 74.0 gram half stone and 28.5 gram end-cut.
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Mendota 12.7 gram slice
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Mendota 12.7 gram slice showing metal flakes

Mendota

In 2009, Mendota was found next to a corn field by Joe Kerchner, amateur meteorite hunter, near Mendota,
Illinois. It is reported that thirty-one pieces were recovered. It resembles a stone meteorite with Chondrules.
As I move the slice around in the sunlight, it reflects a hint of metal flakes, and it is attracted to a magnet.
Mendota was supposedly tested by various labs and found not to be a meteorite. Labs have tested the
material and confirmed it contains nickel, but have not been able to determine the origin of the material or if
it is man-made. Mendota is a very intriguing pseudometeorite. This is another pseudometeorite that should
be in any good meteorwrong collection.
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Mekong Iron whole stones 87.5 – 390.7 grams.

Mekong Iron

“Mekong Iron” is a Meteorwrong iron which is found near the Mekong River and sold from other Thailand
locations as “Mekong Iron.” Mekong Iron is typically magnetite or hematite. The Mekong Iron is only found
in one location on the Mekong River. It streaks red or brown when tested. Sometimes the Mekong Irons are
sold as the meteorite Nantan. In April 2006, my friend, Dirk Ross Tanuki reported that tons of Mekong Iron
had been sold. I suspect that none of my Meteorwrong specimens are true “Mekong Iron” from the Mekong
River, but were exported from China, although they may have been transported to China from Thailand.
The smooth unoxidized piece is somewhat similar in appearance to the Mekong Iron which was rounded
and made smooth due to the river water shaping it over the centuries.
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Shirokovski 15.7 gram slice
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Shirokovski slice illuminated by the Sun

Shirokovsky

When the man-made Pallasite, Shirokovsky, was first introduced at the 2002 or 2003 Tucson Gem and
Mineral Show it caused a sensation. Shirokovsky is also referenced in The Meteoritical Society –
Meteoritical Bulletin Database, and it states, “This is NOT an official name: Pseudo meteorite.” The bulletin
goes on to describe, “Specimens of an object known as the “Shirokovsky pallasite,” recently acquired by a
variety of public and private collections, are probably not meteorites. The petrology and geochemistry of this
object strongly suggest that it has a terrestrial origin. Below is an account of the 1956 bolide that may have
produced meteorites (still undiscovered), followed by a description of the probably pseudometeorite. At
03:30 UT on 1956 Feb 1, a fireball shining brighter than the sun and leaving a smoke trail was observed by
numerous eyewitnesses in an area of about 500 km across Russia. The fireball disappeared in 5-6 seconds
but the trail was visible for an hour. Windows in nearby villages were broken by the shock wave. A
meteorite reportedly fell on the frozen Shirokovsky reservoir . . ., situated on the Kosva River near
Shirokovsky village and the cities of Ugle-Uralsk and Kizel, Produing a 42-cm diameter hold in 80 cm thick
ice. Magnetic particles enriched in Ni were extracted from ice surrounding the hole. Several attempts by
divers to recover the meteorite on the bottom were not successful. In early 2002, anonymous searchers
found many fragments, totaling ~150kg, of iron-rich material at the site.” Oddly, in the references section of
the bulletin it claims, “Never published in the Meteoritical Bulletin”

There were a few reasons why the Shirovsky specimens were suspected of not having an origin from
space. The Shirovsky olivine were not equilibrated with the matrix melt. The olivine in Shirokovsky were
distinctly different from those of most Pallasite meteorites because of the high nickel content in the olivine in
Shirokovsky. In chemistry, the Shirikovsky olivines are similar to those from terrestrial carbonatites.
Shirokovsky olivine are close to those of planetary gases which suggests that either the Shirokovsky rocks
were never in space or had an extremely short cosmic exposure history. The trace elements of Shirovsky
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platinum/iridium ratio were much higher than cosmic rocks and similar to that of terrestrial copper-nickel ore
deposits.

“Natural side” end-cut of Shirokovski in the middle flanked by slices on either side. Shirokovski “Russian
Geographic Society” pamphlet accompanying (former) Al Lang’s 9 gram slice with “natural” edge. Also, Al’s
autograph card, and Shirokovsky label from the seller.

https://www.meteorite-times.com/Back_Links/2021/may/11-Shirokovsky-Al-Lang-grass.jpg


Open brochure with information about the Shirokovski fall.

The 9 gram specimen obtained from Al Langheinrich comes with a pamphlet which Al received when he
purchased the piece. It claims to be from the Russian Geographic Society. The pamphlet has a detailed
map, various color photos, descriptions, and stories. It is a wonderful marketing tool to sell the carefully
planned hoax.

When Shirokovsky first came out, it deceived many people. Why else would so many collectors, dealers
and researchers pay so much for it, if they knew it was not a meteorite? For me, it is the best fake Pallasite
and my favorite Meteorwrong. It should have a place in any serious collection. Today, a piece of
Shirokovsky can cost more than a real Pallasite, if you are lucky enough to find it. The Spirit Rock Shop
was selling a 19.5 gram specimen they had acquired in early 2003 and claimed that Shirokovsky was
selling for upwards of $1,500 per specimen back then. They sold out of the specimen that was for sale on
their website.
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Magnetite 433.2 gram whole stone and 112.6 gram end-cut

https://www.meteorite-times.com/Back_Links/2021/may/13-Magnetite-433.2-&-112.jpg


Magnetite 112.6 gram end-cut showing interior.

Magnetite

Magnetite is an iron oxide. It is one of just a few minerals that are attracted to a magnet, and it is the most
magnetic of all the naturally occurring minerals on Earth. In 2014, I purchased an iron pseudometeorite
which the seller said, these rocks were found in Northern California. It was lab analyzed and came back as
92.78% iron and 6.24% titanium. Conclusion is that this is a high titanium magnetite.

https://www.meteorite-times.com/Back_Links/2021/may/14-Magnetite-end-cut-112.jpg


Marcasite 107.1 gram nodule

https://www.meteorite-times.com/Back_Links/2021/may/15-Marcasite-Pyrite-107.jpg


Marcasite 107.1 gram nodule – other side

Marcasite

In the accompanying photo is a Marcasite nodule Pseudometeorite. Until the early 1800s, many people
used the word Marcasite for Pyrite, also known as, “Fool’s gold.” It was not until 1845 that Marcasite was
recognized as an orthorhombic iron sulfide and different from Pyrite which crystallizes in the isometric
system. Marcasite has the same chemical formula as Pyrite, but crystallizes in a different crystal system,
thereby making it a scientifically distinct mineral species. Marcasite can be formed as both a primary or
secondary mineral. Marcasite is a mineral which is sometimes referred to as “white iron Pyrite,” however, it
can be tarnished or oxidized to give it the appearance of an oxidized iron meteorite. In reflected light
microscopy of specimens, Marcasite will have a noticeably whiter color than the brass yellow of Pyrite
hence the nickname “white iron Pyrite.” The streak of Pyrite on unglazed porcelain or “streak plate” can be
slightly greenish while Marcasite is gray. When observed under crossed polarizers, Marcasite can produce
colors of green, blue and reddish brown. It forms by precipitation from acidic waters in surface or near-
surface environments. Marcasite is commonly found in sediments, sedimentary rocks or hydrothermal
deposits in many parts of the world. Marcasite is lighter and more brittle than pyrite. Marcasite is much
more reactive than Pyrite, and will tarnish rapidly when exposed to the weather or wet conditions and even
in specimen drawers. In the presence of moisture or humidity, Marcasite can produce small amounts of
Sulfuric acid that can damage specimen labels, boxes, wood, metal cabinets or other containers. Marcasite
is the most prevalent mineral to experience a condition known as Pyrite decay, in which a specimen will
slowly disintegrate into a white powder. Little is known about this condition. It only effects certain specimens
at random, while other specimens remain unaffected. However, certain localities are more prone to this
condition than others. Some metaphysical believing people think that it has healing powers or aids in
mediation or dreams (probably the unoxidized Pyrite looking specimens).
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In the top row are a Pochuck Gneiss 14.0 gram end-cut and 31.4 gram slice. Below it, next to the 1CM cube,
is a slice of Martian meteorite – Dar al Gani (DaG) 1037 – Shergottite 4.1 gram slice.

Pochuck Gneiss

Pochuck is the Lenape (indigenous people of Northeastern woodlands of USA) word for “out-of-the-way
place.” Gneiss is German for “sparkling or bright” and gneiss is a metamorphic rock with a banded
structure, typically coarse-grained consisting of mainly feldspar, quartz and mica. This specimen was
collected from Reading, Pennsylvania, Prong formation. Pochuck Mountain is part of the Reading Prong of
the New England Uplands. As you can see, it is similar to some meteorites from Mars.
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Lovina 2.1 gram partial slice

Lovina

Not all meteorites look like a meteorite. Lovina has a facinating story, and many years ago, Darryl Pitt
(Macovich Collection) assisted me in obtaining my special specimen; however, I did not purchase it directly
from Darryl. Thank you for your help, Darryl! Darryl posted the following on the Meteorite List (Met List) on
14th February 2014:

Hi,

For those who have followed the saga of Lovina:

Found in Bali, Indonesia, Lovina was classified as an ungrouped iron in early 2008; at the end of
the same year I acquired the entire mass. Lovina’s hallmark feature are ziggurat (pyramidal)
structures which measure up to two centimeters. It seems these structures formed while Lovina
was in solution in the tropical shallows from which it was recovered. I had been offering specimens
for sale when the Smithsonian expressed interest in acquiring the main mass in late 2009—and I
first stopped selling specimens when Tim McCoy doubted Lovina’s meteoricity. Sales
recommenced when new evidence from an esteemed colleague of Tim’s resulted in the
determination Lovina was indeed a meteorite. Months later sales were again discontinued—
through this day—when additional news from multiple sources (Wasson, Nishiizuma) rolled in
which contradicted the positive findings.

Lovina bears uncanny similarities to the composition of an iron meteorite. If this wasn’t a meteorite,
what was it? I had heard several theories, and I had gone to lengths to have the same verified.
Some scientists felt it was slag—a notion dismissed by most. Others would only speak to me off-
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record, as they felt their hypothesis might be ridiculed by colleagues. One thing I’ve learned is that
if there is doubt about the meteoricity of an object, it is not easy to find a meteoriticist to do more
work on it.

Well, early last year I was so grateful to meet Qingzhu Yin of University California at Davis and
Yangting Lin of the Key Laboratory of the Earth’s Deep Interior in Beijing. Yangting’s affiliation in
particular was of great interest to me given a couple of the seemingly rogue hypotheses to which I
previously alluded. A dinner in Beijing with Qingzhu and Yangting—at which Lovina dominated the
conversation—resulted in Qingzhu’s profound interest in Lovina; an interest which culminated in an
LPSC abstract entitled “New Insights Into the Origin of Lovina, a Mystery Metal,” which can be
seen here: https://www.hou.usra.edu/meetings/lpsc2014/pdf/1434.pdf

Verdict: while it was determined not to be a meteorite by Qingzhu and his co-authors, Lovina is
nonetheless “an important find that is extraordinarily rare.” The section of the mass with ziggurats
has been preserved intact; it is certain a museum is in its future.

All best / Darryl

Lovina 2.1 gram partial slice

Darry asked me to add the following for clarification: “I was not the one who had the meteorite classified.
The mother of the finder, both of whom lived in Canada, contacted me. Upon hearing the mom’s description
of their meteorite, I gently informed her whatever it was she had, it bore no semblance to a meteorite. She
then informed me her meteorite had a name! While asking her why she didn’t say so in the first place, while
on the phone I looked it up and was…astounded.”

In an email to me years ago, Darryl informed me that only 3 kg would be available, and the central section

https://www.hou.usra.edu/meetings/lpsc2014/pdf/1434.pdf
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would be in a museum. The Meteoritical Society – Meteoritical Bulletin Database lists Lovina as
“Discredited” and not “Pseudo” like the other seventy Meteorwrongs in the database. Lovina can be
expensive as I saw one 41.68 gram slice specimen that was for sale called the “Dragon” because it
resembled a dragon with the asking price of $12,500. I also saw a less expensive smaller piece, but it also
was not cheap.

593 gram slab of Essexite

Essexite

My 593 gram Essexite slab is another Meteorwrong. Perhaps together we can perform a test similar to the
Rorschach ink blot test? What does the Essexite look like to you? It is an Essexite (Gabbro) that was
glacially transported from Mount Monadnock, in Lemington Vermont. It was found in Lancaster, New
Hampshire. The magnetism of this rock is due to the mineral Magnetite. Essexite, also known as olivine
Monzogabbro, is a hard igneous rock which contains many Augite crystals which are easily seen with the
naked eye. This sample came off a boulder size main mass which looks to weigh over a ton in the photo I
saw. Years ago, the seller of my slab informed me that the owner of this Essexite boulder was trying to sell
her massive boulder as a meteorite on ebay and asking for a fortune in exchange for the honor of owning it.
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428.8 gram Slag which slightly resembles impact melt breccia.

Slag

Sometimes slag can look like a variety of meteorites, since slag does not always look the same. Slag is a
stony waste product separated from metals during the refining of ore, which can at times look like a
meteorite. Slag can be a glass-like byproduct. Slag is usually a mixture of metal oxides and silicon dioxide,
but slag can contain metal sulfides and elemental metals. Generally used for removing waste in metal
smelting, Slag can also assist in temperature control of smelting and minimizing re-oxidation of the metal.
The Urban dictionary defines slag as “Rubbish that is not worth the time or effort of paying attention to it, but
none the less draws one in.” I think that sums it up.

https://www.meteorite-times.com/Back_Links/2021/may/21-Slag-428.jpg


A group of Josephinite speicmens

Josephinite

Josephinite is a Meteorwrong that is a terrestrial native iron. It is an Iron-nickel alloy with an intergrown
magnesium silicate and awaruite. Awaruite has been found along the Gorge River, near Awarua Bay, South
Island, New Zealand. Josephinite and awaruite are not synonymous. Josephinte is a rock that contains
awaruite which is a mineral. Josephinite can be found near Josephine, Mendenhall and Woodcock creeks,
in Josephine County, Oregon. In 2013, Oregon recognized how special Josephinite was and designated it,
and Oregonite as the official minerals of the State of Oregon. Josephinite has a high iron-nickel content
(about 23 – 27 percent iron and 60 -72 percent nickel) which is rare for Earth rock but more like iron
meteorites. Meteoric nickel is found in combination with iron, a reflection of the origin of those elements as
major end products of supernova explosions. Awaruite occurs as a rare component of meteorites. An iron-
nickel mixture is thought to compose Earth’s outer and inner cores. In 1975, John Bird and Maura Weather,
scientists with the Department of Geological Sciences, Cornell University, believed that Josephinite due to
its unique composition and texture may have originated deep in the core-mantle boundary of Earth and was
transported via a deep-mantle “plume” although many scientists don’t share this conclusion. Some
scientists believe Josephinite is formed by the magmatic separation from peridotite magmas which are later
altered by hydration to form Serpentine. Josephinite is highly magnetic, streaks lead-gray and like iron
meteorites. I had heard that Josephinite has a Widmanstatten pattern when etched; however, I could not
find a photo of an etched Josephinite on the internet. Below is a photo of a huge half a stone of Josephinite
that was etched. Because this Pseudometeorite has a Widmanstatten pattern, it should be included in any
collection.
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Josephinite 58.9 gram etched slice

Josephinite like all Telluric iron is scarce. Large specimens of Josephinite are exceedingly rare. In 2019, my
largest monster size museum quality specimens were donated to ASU’s Carleton Moore Meteorite
Collection when Laurence Garvie was doing research on Josephinite. I found that most Josephinite
specimens are less than four grams in weight. In 2013, Josephinite and Oregonite were designated the
official twin minerals of Oregon, and within the United States are only found in Oregon. Oregonite is a nickel
iron arsenide mineral, composed of 17.3 percent iron, 36.3 percent nickel and 46.4 percent arsenic.
Josephinite is a nickel iron mineral, composed of 27.6 percent iron and 72.4 percent nickel. Both feature
unusual Widmanstatten patterns. Both Oregonite and Josephinite were first discovered as nuggets in
Josphine Creek in Josephine County, Oregon. Oregonite is non-magnetic and Josephinite is highly
magnetic, properties that make them easy to distinguish from each other.
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2.3 gram Pseudo-Pallasite

Pseudo-Pallasite

Take a look at the photo of a pseudo-Pallasite. In May 2016, I was visiting my friend Matt Morgan, and he
gave me a gift of this pseudo-Pallasite. He informed me that this fake was made with real Pallasite crumbs.
It looks convincing but in my hand I could tell it was too light to be a Pallasite. It is mainly made up of Acrylic
or plastic which was the first thing to give it away.
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A group of Takysie Lake specimens which H.H. Nininger and Glenn Huss thought were meteorites due to
their fusion crust. These are not specimens found by Nininger and Huss, but formally owned by Bob Verish
who wrote a previous July 2016 article in Meteorite Times dedicated to them.

Takysie Lake

In June 1965, H. H. Nininger discovered what he thought was a meteorite – Takysie Lake (British Columbia,
Canada). H. H. Nininger and Glenn Huss claimed Takysie Lake was a meteorite in Meteoritics in December
1967. Nininger found specimens during a brief roadside stop while traveling to Alaska. Walking along the
shoulder of the road, he noticed a peculiar stone with the surface partially covered in a grayish-brown
fusion crust. The shape of the stone was irregular with blunt edges and corners characterized by most stony
meteorites, but the color was too light except for some Achondrites. Close inspection and some simple tests
showed that the crust was not organic growth or deposit. None of the crust material filled the pits made by
the weathering or decay process, indicating that the crust had been formed prior to weathering, which is
consistent with crust formed on meteorites. Nininger sanded a portion of the stone but failed to find metal or
Chondrules, and noted not all meteorites have metal or Chondrules. Nininger thought the stone was worth
further study, and continued his walk and found two more rocks with the same characteristics. Because he
found the other two specimens within yards from each other, he started to have doubts about its meteoric
origins, because he thought one does not normally expect to find two stony meteorites within a few yards of
each other. He stopped hunting and resumed his drive to Alaska.

In July 1966, the Niningers, Glenn Huss and family went to Takysie Lake to search for more specimens.
Due to the terrain, most of the area could not be searched. They did find more stones and sent some slices
to the Ames Research Center for testing of cosmic radiation. The results from a couple of samples showed
less than ten percent and less than one percent of the expected amount of gamma ray radiation for a
meteorite. Odd, because common surface earth rocks would have a higher cosmic radiation count. One
remote possibility was that the samples came from the center of a large parent meteorite. Another
possibility was that it came from the moon, and the stones had been buried until recently. Nininger and
Huss noted that the Takysie Lake specimens were scattered like a strewn field over a discrete area of
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glacially deposited hills.

Petrographic studies were conducted at Goddard Space Flight Center which found “ . . . the rock is an
agglomeration of glassy material containing small crystallites, mixed in with fragments of crystals. The
general texture strongly suggests the appearance of a basaltic tuff accumulated by the deposition of glassy
fragments and crystals blown into the air from a volcanic vent. The crystals appear to be plagioclase
feldspar, and some preliminary measurements on the extinction angles suggest an anorthite content in the
range 40-60%, consistent with a basaltic or andesitic volcanic rock.” Nininger and Huss stated in their
paper, “. . . there is no known way for nature to produce a thin fusion crust such as is borne by the Takysie
Lake stones or known meteorites other than by aerial ablation.” In the August 1966 issue of “Sky and
Telescope,” it states that according to information sent back by Surveyor I, “The prevailing tone of the
(Lunar) soil is a grayish brown.” Considering all the facts together, Nininger and Huss suggested that
Takysie Lake are secondary meteorites which have been blasted from beneath the lunar surface.

Steve Schoner had conversations with Nininger and Huss about Takysie Lake. Nininger and Huss told
Steve that they thought it was a lunar meteorite. They disclosed to Steve that they found a strewn field at
Takysie Lake with smaller specimens at one end of the strewn field and larger pieces at the other end of the
strewn field. Steve, Nininger and Huss all agreed Takysie Lake is an interesting rock.

The Takysie Lake specimens look like volcanic breccia. The unique structure and composition of the
Takysie Lake may indicate either a new variety of meteorite or a secondary meteorite of lunar origin. The
Meteoritical Society Meteoriticial Bulletin Database lists Takysie Lake as a pseudometeorite. My friend, Bob
Verish, wrote an excellent article on Takysie Lake in the July 2016 issue of Meteorite Times Magazine:
Takysie Lake – The Classic “Pseudometeorite” – Found By Harvey H. Nininger – Still a Mystery? |
Meteorite Times Magazine (meteorite-times.com) . These specimens of Takysie Lake are making a return
performance in Meteorite Times and are the same specimens from Bob’s previous write-up. They are now a
part of my collection. I agree with Bob that more study should be given to this old Nininger find. I am
grateful to Bob for his time and assistance on Takysie Lake and parting with the specimens.
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10 gram Takysie Lake slice revealing its beautiful and unusual
interior

Conclusion

There are countless Pseudometeorites and a few resemble a meteorite. The above list is not exhaustive
and does not include all Meteorwrongs that look like or have similar characteristics of a meteorite – only the
ones in my collection. Meteorwrongs can be fun and fascinating and a few can be a riddle, wrapped in a
mystery, inside an enigma even for scientists. Pseudometeorites can complement a meteorite collection
and help educate the untrained eye. My collection has brought me great pleasure, and by sharing my
specimens with you, I hope they and their stories have brought you enjoyment and entertainment.
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Answers to “Find the imposter or imposters”
Top row (left to right) (1) meteorite – Iron IAB-ung – Udei Station; (2) meteorite – Mesosiderite – NWA
12949; (3) meteorwrong – Putorano, Siberia, Russia; (4) meteorite – silicate iron –  Campo Del Cielo

2nd (middle) row (left to right) (1) meteorwrong – Putorano, Siberia, Russia; (2) meteorite – Mesosiderite
A 3/4 – Estherville; (3) meteorite – Iron IAB-ung – Zagora; (4) meteorwrong – Native (Telluric) iron –
Ozernaya Mount, Kureika River, Taymyrskiy, Krasnoyarsk Krai, Russia
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Bottom row (left to right) (1) meteorite – silicate iron – Campo Del Cielo; (2) meteorwrong – Putorano,
Siberia, Russia; (3) meteorwrong – Putorano, Siberia, Russia; (4) meteorite – Mesosiderite A1 – Vaca
Muerta
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Brenham 170.5 gram full slice
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Our Meteorite of the Month is kindly provided by Tucson Meteorites who hosts The Meteorite Picture of the
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Brenham 170.5 gram full slice.  Contributed by Twink Monrad, IMCA 9454
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Once a few decades ago this opening 

was a framed window in the wall 

of H. H. Nininger's Home and 

Museum building. From this 

window he must have many times 

pondered the mysteries of 

Meteor Crater seen in the distance. 
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